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CIII-TV (Global Ontario) re Play TV Canada
(CBSC Decision 09/10-0201+)
Decided April 1, 2010
H. Hassan (Vice-Chair), R. Cohen (ad hoc), J. David, J. Doobay (ad hoc),
M. Hamilton, G. Phelan (ad hoc)

THE FACTS
Play TV Canada was a contest program in which viewers were invited to telephone the
numbers provided in order to win cash prizes by solving quizzes, puzzles and problems.
In order to participate, viewers had to either telephone the program, for which a fee was
charged (for each connected call), or enter on-line, at no cost. According to information
stated by the host, calls were selected at random to go live to the studio to solve the
puzzles. Information about the cost and other contest rules appeared in a red box at
the bottom of the screen throughout each episode:
FROM LAND LINE CALL
1-900-528-5858
$1.99/CALL + TAX
FROM CELL PHONE DIAL
#5656
ROGERS, FIDO, BELL, SOLO ONLY $2/CALL
Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.
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www.calltv.com/playtvcanada

The following textual information also scrolled across the red box:
Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for cash prizes. Callers will be
picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of 25 entries are allowed in
each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed in each month from
any phone. Customer service 1-877-241-1612 or email playtvcanada@calltv.com. No
purchase necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada. Entry
prohibited from Quebec. There are three ways to enter. Call 1-900-526-5858 from your
land line phone. All land line calls cost $1.99 + tax. Dial #5656 from your mobile phone.
All mobile calls cost $2 + tax. Telephone charges will appear on your next phone bill or
will be deducted from your mobile pre-paid credit. Enter for free or see our full terms and
conditions at www.calltv.com/playtvcanada.

A puzzle or problem would appear on screen and the question related to the puzzle also
appeared in words on screen. The type of puzzle varied; there were word-, numberand image-based games. An on-air host would also state the question orally,
periodically recite the contest rules, and encourage viewers to phone in to win. In each
of the three episodes reviewed for this decision, the host was a young man named
James. The prize money would begin at a certain amount and then incrementally
increase as the episode progressed. A variety of music and sound effects were used to
heighten the excitement or suspense.
The program aired on various Global Television stations across Canada from July 2009
to March 2010 very late, post-midnight, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights. The
CBSC received a total of 42 complaints about Play TV Canada, originating in different
parts of the country. Eleven of those complaints did not provide sufficient information
for the CBSC to be able to pursue them and one raised issues that fell outside the
CBSC’s jurisdiction. Of the remaining thirty complaints, only three complainants filed
Ruling Requests asking for a CBSC adjudication and all three of those related to Global
Ontario (CIII-TV). Global Ontario broadcast an 18+ icon at the beginning of each
episode as well as the following viewer advisory in both audio and video format:
The following program requires participants to be 18 years or older. Viewer discretion is
advised.

Each of the three complainants identified a particular contest on a particular episode
that concerned him. The first complainant mentioned a mathematical problem
presented on the September 29, 2009 episode, which aired from 1:00 am to 2:00 am,
(the full text of this and all other correspondence can be found in Appendix B to this
decision). He wrote that “All callers were informed that they had incorrect answers.
The show would not reveal the correct answer until the end of the show. The answer
presented was 1238 without any explanation.
This type of show generates
considerable revenue and should be conducted in a fair manner. [...] I believe that
shows of this type generate large revenues while depriving the viewer-participant of a
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legitimate chance to win.” That complainant also noted that the CBSC had ruled
against a similar program broadcast in Quebec under the name Call TV.
The mathematical problem was presented on screen as follows with the question being
“What is the total of all the numbers in this puzzle?”:
9+7-3x0+
5-2+4-7+
(4+6)x2=?

James took calls from a total of 49 viewers, informing all of them that their answers
were incorrect. James periodically reminded viewers of the cost per call and made
statements, such as the following (more complete descriptions of each episode can be
found in Appendix A):
It’s not a trick question. It’s not number one. I need you to recount and have another
look.
Everything you need is on screen. Everything is there. I have one correct solution to this
game. One possible answer.

He also highlighted the potential winnings with comments such as “We’ve got five
thousand dollars that is now guaranteed. Guaranteed cash. Yes, guaranteed. Yes,
you can win five thousand.” James took calls for this contest question until 1:47 am
without a successful caller. The second game on that episode featured multiple images
of a Daffy Duck-like cartoon character. Callers had to determine which image was
different from the others. Not a single call came through for approximately ten minutes,
but one caller was finally successful during the last few moments of the program. After
that call, James revealed the answer to the previous problem, namely, 1238, and then
quickly concluded the episode.
The second complainant referred to a different mathematical problem on the
December 12 episode, which aired from 2:00 am to 4:00 am. The problem was as
follows:
•

4 girls are travelling on a bus

•

in each hand they hold 4 baskets

•

in each basket there are 4 cats

•

each cat has 3 little kittens

•

one cat gets away

How many legs are on the bus?
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James assured viewers that “Everything you need is on your screen. Everything you
need to give me the correct answer is on your TV screen.” He also mentioned that “You
do only say your answer when you’re live on air. We have no idea what you’re going to
say until you are live on air. So the next person can always be the winner.” This time,
James took calls from 98 different people, all of whom were told their answers were
wrong. At a point during the game, the previous caller’s answer appeared on screen so
viewers would know which numbers had already been guessed incorrectly. With no
correct callers, James eventually opened the envelope containing the answer and
revealed that it was 1359.
The complainant’s concern was that this answer was illogical since humans and cats
have legs in multiples of two. He explained that he was not so much concerned with the
precise answer as he was with the fact that the answer was an odd, rather than an
even, number.
The second game on the December 12 episode was another “which picture is
different?” puzzle. Eighteen minutes and 27 seconds elapsed without any calls coming
through. As the program neared its conclusion, there were alarms and other sound
effects and James excitedly encouraged viewers to call in because time was running
out. A caller finally got through with only seconds left in the program and won the
money.
The third complainant mentioned the January 10, 2010 episode, which aired from
2:00 am to 4:00 am, but complained more generally about the “obviously totally
misleading and fraudulent program”. He wrote that “Viewers are enticed to call in to
solve an obscure puzzle and charged for the call regardless of whether they get through
or not. The ‘quiz’ is probably never solved (in this show the presenter didn’t even
understand the answer) plus the clear fact that the answer they gave was not even
correct.”
The puzzle in question involved a numerical equation formed out of matchsticks. The
first equation was “9+4=1” and viewers were required to move one matchstick to create
an accurate equation. The first caller through won by moving a matchstick to turn the 9
into a 3 and the 1 into a 7 so the equation read “3+4=7”.
The second matchstick problem simply presented the number 4865. Viewers were told
to move two matchsticks to create the “highest possible” number. James eventually
obtained some matchsticks himself and moved them around in an attempt to solve the
puzzle while he accepted numerous incorrect guesses from viewers. He also bantered
with his producer (unseen and unheard by viewers, but speaking to James via his
earpiece) about where she had obtained this particular puzzle. According to James, the
producer told him she had seen it on a university post-graduate program entrance exam
and that she herself had achieved the correct answer. The puzzle went on until
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3:40 am with no successful callers. When James opened the envelope, he revealed the
answer to be 4862=236196. The graphic showing the original number also shifted to
show that the 5 became a 2 and the 2 was an exponent. As he held up the envelope,
James quickly said, “Okay, guys. The number that we needed ... okay: Four, eight, six
to two. Okay. That’s the correct answer on that one. Right. Let’s move on.”
The next game was another “which picture is different?” challenge. Again, it was easily
solved by a caller, who did not get through until the last few minutes. At the conclusion
of this episode, James again showed viewers the piece of paper on which the answer to
the matchstick problem was written, 4862=236196. He commented, “This is the solution
for the previous game. Showing you once again. The previous logic game. That was
the answer we needed: two, three, six, one, nine, six. Four, eight, six to the power of
two. That was the previous game”; he then used his own matchsticks to demonstrate to
viewers how the puzzle was solved.
Global Ontario sent slightly different letters to each of the complainants (the full text of
each of those letters can be found in Appendix B). Generally, Global pointed out that
Play TV Canada’s contests were open only to Canadian (but not Quebec) residents
aged 18 years or older and that this information, as well as the information about the
cost of calls and the apparently random selection telephone system, was explained
during the program. The station added that “all puzzles have robust audited
methodology”, which involved verification by a computer system and the program
director, and there was only one possible solution. The methodology was not revealed
on-air or, apparently, even to Global because “to explain how one [puzzle] was
calculated [would be] providing the formula for many others; that would not allow all
viewers to be on an even playing field.” But this did “not mean there [was] any trickery
or anything hidden in the puzzle.” Global also noted that the correct answer was placed
in a sealed envelope and revealed by the host either after a caller gave the correct
answer or the game ended with no correct answers.
As mentioned above, three complainants were dissatisfied with Global Ontario’s replies
and requested that the CBSC investigate further.
They argued that Global’s
explanations about methodology and auditing did not alleviate their concerns about the
fairness and transparency of the contest questions. One of the complainants also wrote
back directly to Global to further detail his issues. Global responded a second time to
that complainant addressing his concerns about the random selection telephone
system, the auditing system and the disclosure of the methodology. The station
reiterated that the puzzles went through a “rigorous checking process” including
independent verification by “a leading auditing company” but that “[r]evealing
methodology would remove the element of skill and prevent any similar game from
being played in the future.”
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Global also sent the CBSC a document from Play TV Canada producers, Telemedia
InteracTV, that outlined their “procedures to ensure openness, fairness and to maximise
viewer protections.” That document indicated that Play TV Canada would repeat the
contest rules, including cost per call and free alternate website entry, on air more
frequently. It also noted changes that would be made to the Play TV Canada website
for better clarification. It described the random selection telephone system and it
identified the name of the auditing company. As well, the document provided this
explanation about the disclosure of methodology:
One or two viewers have asked for Play TV to reveal the game methodology, and we
wish to explain why this is not possible. Firstly, game methodology is the IP of the show
in the same way that the recipe is for Coke. Also, by revealing the methodology, it would
prevent Play TV not only from playing any game twice, but also from playing any similar
game, to the detriment of the enjoyment and participation of the audience. Lastly, and
possibly most importantly, having a real and provable element of skill is a fundamental
legal requirement in Canada. By revealing game methodology, you take away any skill
element and reduce games entirely to chance, making them illegal.

Despite the efforts by Global and Telemedia InteracTV to alter aspects of the program,
Global informed the CBSC that Play TV Canada would no longer be aired after March
26, 2010.

THE DECISION
The Ontario Regional Panel reviewed the complaints under Clause 12 of the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters’ (CAB) Code of Ethics, which is entitled “Contests and
Promotions” and reads as follows:
All on-air contests and promotions shall be conceived and conducted fairly and
legitimately and particular care shall be taken to ensure that they are not misleading,
potentially dangerous or likely to give rise to a public inconvenience or disturbance and
that any prizes offered or promises made are what they are represented to be.

The Ontario Panel Adjudicators read all of the correspondence and reviewed the three
challenged episodes. The Panel concludes that Global Ontario violated Clause 12 in its
broadcasts of Play TV Canada on September 29 and December 12, 2009, but not in the
case of that of January 10, 2010.

Puzzle Answers and Methodology
The most consistent concern of the complainants related to the presentation of the
unsolved puzzles without any plausible explanation. The mathematical problem
presented on the September 29 episode was such a case. A total of 49 viewers took
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their chances on air, all without success. The answer was simply stated as 1238. Full
stop. No explanation was provided. Not only was none of the 49 participants able to
guess, but none of the Adjudicators, with the fullest benefit of both time and reflection
and no pressure regarding the moving hands of a clock, was able to arrive at that
solution. The point is only that the answer was far from evident. Nor was the second
mathematically-oriented problem (on the December 12 episode) any easier; 98 on-air
callers apparently got it wrong, as did the Adjudicators, who were again relieved of any
time-related pressure. And the second complainant’s scepticism about the solution of
1359 legs on the bus was, in the Panel’s view, well-founded. How, he wondered, could
the number of humans’ and cats’ legs be anything other than an even number?
There were, in other words, answers generated by the producer and aired by the
broadcaster in both cases. Answers, but no explanation or rationale. As the Quebec
Panel stated, in dealing with a similar contest program, in TQS re Call TV (CBSC
Decision 08/09-1834 & -1856, August 11, 2009),
While this has of course raised doubts in the minds of the Adjudicators as to the
legitimacy of the foregoing puzzles, what is more important to them is the inherent
absence of transparency for the audiences. Audiences ought to be able to know or
understand the rules of a contest and the transparency of the outcome, particularly when
they are being asked to spend money to enter them. The rule can be the seeking of a
particular fact or piece of information, in which case the disclosure of the verifiable fact or
information is the transparent element. The rule can be the guessing of a number, as in
Government-run lotteries, in which case the revelation of the numbers falling out of a
basket is the transparent element. The rule can be that a disclosed committee of
individuals will judge the dancing, singing or other skill set of an individual or group. And
so on. Where, contrary to the reasonable and customary examples of the foregoing
contests, the inherently dubious outcome is neither evident nor explained, the Panel
considers that the absence of transparency renders the conduct of the contest neither fair
nor legitimate, as required by Clause 12 of the CAB Code of Ethics. Nor does the Panel
consider that the host’s repeated explanation that “we might come back next week with
the same game” constitutes a justification for the failure to be transparent.

In the matter at hand, the Panel encountered a far more transparent result in the case of
the two matchstick contests, both of the move-a-matchstick (in one case, two
matchsticks) and create an accurate equation or a larger number variety. In both these
cases, one easier and one more difficult, the transformation from matchstick setting one
to matchstick setting two was clear. The viewers were treated to the physical displacing
of matchsticks. They could understand. The exercise was transparent. Even though
the solution to the more difficult matchstick problem was so unexpected that no-one
might have gotten it with a quadrupled allowance of the time, the answer was explained.
It proved that an answer could be provided to the audience, with the effect of
legitimizing the transparency of the contest.
The broadcaster’s arguments and explanations about methodology and auditing do not,
in the view of the Panel, dispel the absence-of-transparency concern. As the Quebec
Panel said, “Audiences ought to be able to know or understand the rules of a contest
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and the transparency of the outcome, particularly when they are being asked to spend
money to enter them. [Emphasis original.]” The Panel does not agree with the
broadcaster that “to explain how one [puzzle] was calculated [would be] providing the
formula for many others; that would not allow all viewers to be on an even playing field.”
If one of the results of providing such explanations would have been that the producer
would have had to put its creativity cap on to devise more unrelated contests or better
methods of dissembling the appearance of related contests, that would simply have
been a cost associated with broadcasting such programming. The bottom line is that,
even if disclosure of methodology did have the effect of facilitating contest-solving, the
Panel is of the view that the producer (and, inferentially, the broadcaster) needed to
take that step to legitimize the contests as a function of Clause 12.
As mentioned above, Global also submitted a document on the issue of methodology
disclosure provided by the Play TV Canada producers. The producers contended first,
the equivalence of game methodology and the recipe for Coke. Second, they argued,
they would be prevented “not only from playing any game twice, but also from playing
any similar game.” Third, they posited that “having a real and provable element of skill
is a fundamental legal requirement in Canada.” The Panel disagrees with each of those
arguments. On the first point, the Panel considers it is fanciful to argue any similarity
between Play TV’s game formula or recipe and that for Coca-Cola. While it is true that
the producers would likely be prevented from playing the very same game twice, on the
assumption that there are constant viewers of the program, the Panel merely views the
need to find slightly modified games as one of the costs of broadcasting such
programming. As to the argument regarding skill level, the Panel finds nothing
convincing. If choosing between Daffy Duck-like images necessitates skill, then no
modified game will lose its skilful component because another similar, but not identical,
game has previously been broadcast on Play TV. In any event, the foregoing
arguments miss the point of concern for the Panel. Its issue is the absence of
transparency. And none of the arguments in this paragraph displaces the need for
transparency to legitimize the contests.
The broadcaster itself added that the failure to reveal the methodology did “not mean
there [was] any trickery or anything hidden in the puzzle.” The Panel agrees with that
statement, but trickery and underhandedness are not the issue. The issue is, as stated
immediately above, transparency. Its absence means that the Ontario Regional Panel
concludes here, as the Quebec Panel did in the Call TV decision, that the foregoing
contests were not conducted fairly and legitimately and were consequently in breach of
Clause 12 of the CAB Code of Ethics.
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Viewer Information
The Panel notes the presence of the viewer advisory and classification icon at the
beginning of each episode. Neither was required by any of the CBSC-administered
Codes. Nonetheless, the Panel much appreciates the intention of the broadcaster in
providing potentially helpful viewer information without any codified requirement to do
so. It is a reflection of Global’s desire to ensure that the viewer has whatever
information the broadcaster can provide, particularly in circumstances where the viewer
is paying something to participate in the program he or she is watching. The Panel also
notes the constant supply of additional information scrolling across the screen relating
to participation in the on-air contests.

Broadcaster Responsiveness
In all CBSC decisions, the Council’s Panels assess the broadcaster’s responsiveness to
the complainant. In the present instance, the Panel finds that the broadcaster extended
considerable efforts to be responsive. In the first place, they ensured that the letters to
each of the complainants were expressly tailored to respond to the particular focus of
the letter of complaint. Second, though, the Panel recognizes the major effort that the
broadcaster made to ensure that the Global incarnation of the Play TV program and
structure took into account the problems raised in the decision of the Quebec Regional
Panel in TQS re Call TV (CBSC Decision 08/09-1834 & -1856, August 11, 2009).
Global then followed up with a document that specifically explained what it had done to
ensure that the producers’ new version of the program respected the problems of the
Call TV broadcast. That the program did not succeed in all respects resulted in the
finding regarding the non-transparency of the explanation of the contest methodology.
On the issue of broadcaster responsiveness, though, the Panel acknowledges Global’s
efforts. Global has amply fulfilled the CBSC membership obligation of responsiveness
on this occasion.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DECISION
CIII-TV (Global Ontario) is required to: 1) announce the decision, in the following terms,
once during prime time within three days following the release of this decision and once
more within seven days following the release of this decision during the time period in
which Play TV Canada was broadcast, but not on the same day as the first mandated
announcement; 2) within the fourteen days following the broadcasts of the
announcements, to provide written confirmation of the airing of the statement to the
complainants who filed the Ruling Requests; and 3) at that time, to provide the CBSC
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with a copy of that written confirmation and with air check copies of the broadcasts of
the two announcements which must be made by Global Ontario.
The Canadian Broadcast Standards Council has found that Global Ontario
violated the Contests provision of the Canadian Association of
Broadcasters’ Code of Ethics in its broadcasts of Play TV Canada on
September 29 and December 12, 2009. Clause 12 of the Code requires
that contests be conducted fairly and legitimately and must not be
misleading. The CBSC found that some of the mathematical contests on
Play TV Canada provided dubious or incomprehensible results. The
CBSC considers that Global Ontario failed to provide transparency in the
revelation of the methodology of the contest outcomes to the audience.
This rendered the conduct of the contests in question neither fair nor
legitimate, and thus in breach of Clause 12 of the Code of Ethics.

This decision is a public document upon its release by the Canadian Broadcast
Standards Council.

APPENDIX A
CBSC Decision 09/10-0201+
CIII-TV (Global Ontario) re Play TV Canada

Play TV Canada was a contest program in which viewers were invited to telephone the
program to solve quizzes, puzzles and problems in order to win cash prizes.
Global Ontario broadcast the following viewer advisory in both audio and video format prior
to the commencement of each episode:
The following program requires participants to be 18 years or older. Viewer discretion is
advised.

An 18+ classification icon then appeared in the upper left-hand corner of the screen for a
number of seconds at the beginning of the program.
All three episodes were hosted by a young man named James. The following is a
description of the three challenged episodes.
September 29, 2009, 1:00 to 2:00 am
Throughout the duration of the program, in a red box at the bottom of the screen, there
appeared the question relating to the puzzle, as well as the following information about
participating in the program:
FROM LANDLINE 1-900-528-5858
$1.99 charge applies + tax
Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.
calltv.com/playtvcanada
scroll: No purchase necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.
There are two ways to enter. Call 1-900-528-5858 from your landline phone. $1.99 charge
applies plus tax. Enter for free at www.calltv.com/playtvcanada Telephone charges will
appear on your next phone bill. Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for
cash prizes. Callers will be picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of
25 entries are allowed in each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed
in each month from any phone. Customer service number 1-888-668-8891.

James introduces the first puzzle at 01:00:30, which is “What is the total of all the numbers
in this puzzle?” A graphic appears in the upper left-hand corner of the screen showing a
woman wearing black lingerie sitting on a pile of books and the following equation:
9+7-3x0+
1

2

5-2+4-7+
(4+6)x2=?
The prize money starts at $500 and increases as time goes on without any correct
answers. James makes various comments in between taking calls from participants:
All calls do cost you one dollar, ninety-nine cents.
Five hundred dollars, guaranteed cash.
What is the total of all of the numbers in this puzzle?
Please remember, though, we do select players at random to join me live on air in the studio,
give you a chance to solve the puzzle and win the cash.
All calls do cost you one dollar, ninety-nine cents. You can see our full terms and conditions
and alternate entry at our website.
It’s not a trick question. It’s not number one. I need you to recount and have another look.
Everything you need is on screen. Everything is there. I have one correct solution to this
game. One possible answer.
We’ve got five thousand dollars that is now guaranteed. Guaranteed cash. Yes, guaranteed.
Yes, you can win five thousand.
Please remember that we do select people at random to join me live on air for your chance to
solve this puzzle and win the cash. You can enter by dialling 1-900-528-5858 from a landline
only, not from a cell phone. One dollar ninety-nine cent is how much each call costs you and
you can see our full terms and conditions or alternate entry on the web.
Don’t forget to add up all of the numbers in this puzzle.
Look at this game carefully. Find the numbers and tell me what is the total of all the numbers
in this puzzle. One correct solution only.
I’m just waiting for the phone to ring.
I will reveal the correct answer to the previous game at the end of my show.

This puzzle goes on until 01:47:34. James takes a total of 49 calls from people who gave
answers such as 22, 20, 200, 49, 10, 32, 55555..., 14, 46, 78, 28, 27, 26, 33, 36, 69, 1, 31,
11, 42, 16, 0, 34, 280, -22, -4, 56, 72, 37, 48, 21, 23, 194, 25, 85 and 260. None of these
is deemed correct and the contest ends without a winner.
James then goes on to the second game. It is a 4x4 grid with pictures of the cartoon
character Daffy Duck. Contestants have to determine which of the 16 pictures is slightly
different from the rest. After a few minutes, in order to speed up the game, eight of the
pictures are removed, so viewers only have to study the remaining eight. James
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comments:
Clocks ticking down. I’m waiting for that phone to ring.
No caller has come through to me yet.

Not a single call comes through for approximately ten minutes, even after James counts
down to zero on his clock. Finally, a caller is put through, guesses the correct answer and
wins.
Then James quickly reveals the answer to the previous math question. At 01:57:57, he
opens the red envelope he had been holding during that game and shows the piece of
paper inside to the camera. On it is written 1238. James says, “The answer to the
previous game is that [shows piece of paper to camera]. 1238. But, alas, it’s the end of
the show.”

December 12, 2009, 2:00 to 4:00 am
Throughout the duration of the program, in a red box at the bottom of the screen, there
appears the question relating to the puzzle, the prize amount (which increases as the game
progresses), as well as the following information about participating in the program:
FROM LAND LINE CALL
1-900-528-5858
$1.99/CALL + TAX
FROM CELL PHONE DIAL
#5656
ROGERS, FIDO, BELL, SOLO ONLY $2/CALL
Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada
scroll: Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for cash prizes. Callers will be
picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of 25 entries are allowed in
each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed in each month from any
phone. Customer service 1-877-241-1612 or email playtvcanada@calltv.com. No purchase
necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada. Entry prohibited from
Quebec. There are three ways to enter. Call 1-900-526-5858 from your land line phone. All
land line calls cost $1.99 + tax. Dial #5656 from your mobile phone. All mobile calls cost $2
+ tax. Telephone charges will appear on your next phone bill or will be deducted from your
mobile pre-paid credit. Enter for free or see our full terms and conditions at
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada.

The host James introduces the first puzzle. A graphic appears on screen of a school bus
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with cats and people on it. The puzzle is also explained in words on the screen:
• 4 girls are travelling on a bus
• in each hand they hold 4 baskets
• in each basket there are 4 cats
• each cat has 3 little kittens
• one cat gets away
How many legs are on the bus?

James gives viewers 60 seconds to think about the puzzle before calling in. A timer
appears on the screen to count down. As the program progresses, James repeats the
question, the methods and costs of entry, and encourages viewers not to give up. He
makes statements assuring viewers that everything they need to solve the puzzle is on
screen and that callers only state their answers once they are live on air. Examples of
James’ comments are as follows:
Now please remember we do select people at random to join me live on air for your chance
to solve the puzzles and win the cash. You can enter by dialling 1-900-528-5858 from land
lines or hash 5656 from cell phones. Each call you make does cost one dollar ninety-nine
cents from land lines, two dollars from cells and you can see our full terms and conditions
and alternate entry on the website.
Everything you need is on your screen. Everything you need to give me the correct answer is
on your TV screen.
You do only say your answer when you’re live on air. We have no idea what you’re going to
say until you are live on air. So the next person can always be the winner.
Everything you do need for the correct answer is there on the screen.

James accepts calls from 98 different participants who guess a range of incorrect numbers:
796, 218, 367, 198, 88, 190, 252, 8, 260, 252, 322, 552, 0, 56, 7154, 110, 295, 2052, 104,
222, 900, 1000, 55, 1540, 12, 10, 515, 1542, 164, 252, 230, 16, 628, 2052, 1534, 270,
6140, 130, 774, 2054, 68, 518, 228, 218, 128, 0, 136, 516, 2054, 384, 1532, 710, 454,
2056, 8, 1542, 32, 70, 75, 40, 16, 54, 892, 926, 388, 518, 118, 2052, 516, 2054, 2040,
760, 902, 2058, 2052, 34, 4116, 2040, 900, 2042, 1540, 8, 2044, 428, 32, 1542, 10, 902,
2574, 2054, 14, 0, 3644, 364, 288, 240, 390.
At 02:52:37, after a caller guesses 2056, the phrase “It’s not 2056” appears in the red box.
James says “It is not two thousand and fifty-six. Look, we’re even putting this up on
screen for you now. If somebody says the incorrect answer we’re even going to put it up
on your TV screen so you can see what it’s not. It is not two thousand and fifty-six. It is
not zero. Obviously there are legs there.” After that, as each next caller guesses
incorrectly, the number then appears in the “It’s not” box. Later, he also says “We are
putting our previous answers on screen to help you out.”
James comments that he is getting a wide range of answers, which means people are
working the question out in very different ways. With no correct callers, James eventually
reveals the answer in the envelope to be 1359.
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He then moves on to the next game, which is a grid of 50 images of Felix the Cat and the
question is “Which picture is different?” As time goes on, James reveals that there are
actually three pictures that are different, but a caller needs only to identify one. Eighteen
minutes and 27 seconds elapse without any calls coming through. As the program nears
its conclusion, there are alarms and other sound effects and James excitedly encourages
viewers to call in because time is running out. A caller finally gets through with only
seconds left in the program. He provides a correct answer and wins the money. There are
then circles around the three pictures in the grid to show viewers which three pictures were
different.

January 10, 2010, 2:00 to 3:00 am
Throughout the duration of the program, in a red box at the bottom of the screen, there
appears the question relating to the puzzle, the prize amount (which increases as the game
progresses), as well as the following information about participating in the program:
FROM LAND LINE CALL
1-900-528-5858
$1.99/CALL + TAX
FROM CELL PHONE DIAL
#5656
ROGERS, FIDO, BELL, SOLO ONLY $2/CALL
Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada
scroll: Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for cash prizes. Callers will be
picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of 25 entries are allowed in
each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed in each month from any
phone. Customer service 1-877-241-1612 or email playtvcanada@calltv.com. No purchase
necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada. Entry prohibited from
Quebec. There are three ways to enter. Call 1-900-526-5858 from your land line phone. All
land line calls cost $1.99 + tax. Dial #5656 from your mobile phone. All mobile calls cost $2
+ tax. Telephone charges will appear on your next phone bill or will be deducted from your
mobile pre-paid credit. Enter for free or see our full terms and conditions at
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada.

The first game is an image of matchsticks that form the equation 9+4=1. The question is
“Move one match and correct the equation”. James gives viewers 30 seconds to think
about the question before opening up the phone lines. He also explains how to participate:
Now please remember we do select people at random to join us live on air for your chance to
solve the puzzles and win that cash. You can enter by dialling 1-900-528-5858 from a land
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line or hash 5656 from your cell if you prefer. If you’re calling from landlines it’s one dollar
ninety-nine cents, two dollars from your cell. And you can see our full terms and conditions
and alternate entry on the website.

The first caller moves a matchstick to turn the 9 into a 3 so the equation is 3+4=7.
The next game is similar, but it is “Move two matches and get the highest possible number”
from 4865. James banters with his producer (although the viewer does not hear her end of
the conversation) and finds out that she got this question from a post-grad entrance exam.
She tells James that she succeeded in finding the right answer. After no correct callers, at
03:40:42 James opens the envelope and holds up a piece of paper with the correct
answer: 4862=236196. The graphic showing the original number also shifts to show that
the 5 becomes a 2 and the 2 is an exponent. James says, as he holds up the envelope,
“Okay, guys. The number that we needed ... okay: Four, eight, six to two. Okay. That’s
the correct answer on that one. Right. Let’s move on.” He quickly puts the answer away
and then moves onto the next game.
The next game is a grid featuring pictures of a teddy bear wearing a bow-tie. The puzzle is
to “Find the only different picture”. James comments that this game is easier than the
previous one and that, with this type of game, the first caller through usually has the correct
answer. No calls come through between the start of this game at 03:40:53 to 03:57:21
after James has counted down different ways and during the last few moments of the
program.
At 03:54:31, James again holds up the piece of paper that shows the answer to the
previous puzzle, 4862=236196. He says “This is the solution for the previous game.
Showing you once again. The previous logic game. That was the answer we needed:
two, three, six, one, nine, six. Four, eight, six to the power of two. That was the previous
game.” Then at 03:56:12, James shows viewers with his own matchsticks how the
previous puzzle was solved.

APPENDIX B
CBSC Decision 09/10-0201 +
CIII-TV Global Ontario) re Pia TV

The Complaints
File 09/10-0201
The CBSC received the following complaint via its webform on September 29, 2009:
station:

GlobalTV (on Rogers Cable, London, Ontario)

program:

Play TV Canada

September 26, 2009

1-2 am
concern:

Myconcem is with a program aired on Global (Rogers Cable. London) at 12 am on Sept. 26. The show is Play TV Canada.
It is a viewer participation show in which viewers attempt to solve quizzes for money prizes.
The following quiz was presented:
9+7-3xO+
5-2+4-7+
(4+6)x2=?

All callerswere informed that they had incorrect answers. The show would not reveal the
correct answer until the end of the show. The answer presented was 1238 without any
explanation.
This type of show generates considerable revenue and should be conducted in a fair manner.

I refer you to the following Canadian Broadcasting [sic] Standards Council decision dealing
with identical matters:
CANADIAN BROADCAST STANDARDS COUNCIL
Quebec Regional Panel
TQS re Call TV
(CBSC Decision 08/09-1834 & -1856)

1

2
Decided August 11, 2009
D. Meloul (Chair), G. Moisan (Vice-Chair), Y. Bombardier, R. Cohen (ad hoc),
M. IlIe, J. Pennefather (ad hoc)

They concluded that it is the broadcasters' responsibility for everything they broadcast. The
Council found that a similar show offered incomprehensible solutions to the mathematical
questions (In the example above, I have no idea how the show arrived at 1238 as the
answer).
have writtento Play TV Canada and to Canwest but have not received a response.
I believe that shows of this type generate large revenues while depriving the viewerparticipant of a legitimate chance to win. These shows are a form of gambling without
regulation and should be banned.

File 09/10-0586

The CBSC received the following letter dated December 14, 2009:
To Whom It May Concern,
On December 11 night into December 12 from 12:00 midnight to 2:00 am, a show called Play

TV Canada, Global Ontario Channel, I watched recently, was a quiz:
4 girls on a bus.

In each hand they had 4 baskets.
In each basket there are 4 cats.
Each cat has 3 kittens.
One cat got away.

How many legs are on the bus?
Play TV Canada's answer was 1359. My question is not so much as how you come up with
this # amount as it is the number itself. Human or animals dealing with:

Arms
Hands
Legs
Feet

Alwayscontainmultiples of 2 or 4 which will always be in even numbers.
Your answer 1359 has an odd number. Explain to me how you get THIS.
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File 09/10-0661
The following complaint was received via the CBSC's webform on January 9,2010:
station:Global Television
program:
Play
TV
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada)

Canada

(TELEMEDIA

date:

January 9,20103:00 am to 4:00 am approx.

time:

Viewers call in to answer on-air quizzes to win money

INTERACTV

LIMITED

concern:

As an educated citizen of this great country, I watched a program last night in
its entirety which I have seen before (but never watched throughout) to see and understand
what it was about. I am amazed that this obviously totally misleading and fraudulent program
is allowed to air anywhere, let alone on Canadian television. Viewers are enticed to call in to
solve an obscure puzzle and charged for the call regardless of whether they get through or
not. The "quiz" is probably never solved (in this show the presenter didn't even understand
the answer) plus the clear fact that the answer they gave was not even correct. Can you
explain to me how neither the broadcaster Global nor the show fraudsters T elemedia are not
charged under the Criminal Code 206 (1) (e) gaming & 380 (1) for fraud?

This isn't an OPINION, it's a simple FACT. (I trust you've probably heard many complaints
for this show).
Thank you.

Broadcaster Response
File 09/10-0201
The broadcaster responded to the first complainant on October 7,2009 with the following:
Thank you for your email. Play TV is rated 18+. Programming with this classification
contains themes suitable for viewers (and possible participants) 18 or older. We also air the
following advisory coming out of each commercial break, so that viewers can make an
informed decision whether they wish to watch (or participate in) the program:

The following program requires participants to be 18 years or older. Viewer
discretion is advised.
Independently produced, Play TVis paid programming which consists of a series of puzzles,
riddles, trivia and other general knowledge and skill-testing questions, (collectively, the
"Quizzes" and individually, a "Quiz") which viewers will be invited to solve interactively during
the live broadcast of televised episodes of the television program entitled Play TV Canada
(the "Program").
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Please note there are crawls at the bottom of the screen in addition to verbal mentions made
continually throughout the telecast informing viewers that once they decide to call the 900
number, they have 18 seconds to hang up without being charged. As per the show, which is
explained both on-air and on the show's website, all calls are charged $1.99 per call
regardless of if you are randomly selected to come live to air or not.
According to the Producer of Play TV, all puzzles have robust audited methodology. This
audited methodology means that there is only one correct solution to the puzzleand question,
and that this solution is checked and audited. In this instance, the answer (which was 1238)
to the question posed on screen, was revealed 1:58 am.
As per the show's Producer, not disclosing the methodology, (having this formula for
counting) does not mean there is any trickery or anything hidden in the puzzle. Everyone
viewing has an equal chance to calculate the answer and all telephone and on-line entrants
then have the same chance to be randomly selected to come live to air to answer the puzzle.
The Producer's puzzles are first checked by a computer program, and the one and only
answer is then checked again by the show director. The answer to the puzzle is then handed
in a sealed envelope to the host and he or she opens it live on air, either (1) immediately if
the correct answer is given by a viewer, or (2) at or near the end of the show if the correct
answer is not given by a viewer. This ensures a fair and open process as the answer cannot
be changed once it has been approved by the computer, double checked and placed in the
sealed envelope.

Pleasebe assuredour auditedsystem is supervisedand checkedregularly.
Thanks again for your email

File 09/10-0586

The broadcaster responded to the second complainant on January 13, 2010 with the
following:
We are in receipt of your letter via the CBSC regarding Global Television's broadcast of Play
TV Canada, December 11th2009 on Global Ontario (CIII).
In your letter, you have expressed concerns regarding this show and that you are unsure how

the answer to a puzzle was an "odd number".
Global Television does not have the answers to the puzzles simply because they air on our
network. We suggest you contact Play TV directly and ask them your question as they would
be able to provide you with an explanation about a specific puzzle; their email address is
playtvcanada@calltv .com.

Let me begin by saying that as responsible broadcasters. we are sensitive to the members of
our viewing audience and we apologize if this program has offended you. I assure you that it
is neither Global's nor the producer's intention to do so.
Under the BroadcastingAct, broadcastersare requiredto providea broad spectrumof
entertainmentand informationprogrammingfor "men, women and children of all ages,
interestsand tastes". Televisionprogrammingis requiredto be diverseand appealingto a
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wide range of audiences. As a result, what one viewer might consider an interesting or
informative program might lead another to turn the channel.
Global Television adheres to the television rating system created by the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters (CAB) and the Action Group on Violence on Television
(AGVOT). This public rating system is intended to advise viewers of a program's content in
order to allow you, the viewer, to determine a program's suitability for your own viewing needs
and desires. As required, an on-screen key airs for the first fifteen seconds of the program
and matching V-chip data is encoded into our transmission for the entire duration of the
program.
Play TV Canada is rated 18+. Programming with this classification contains themes suitable
for viewers (and possible participants) 18 or older. We also air the following advisory coming
out of each commercial break, so that viewers can make an informed decision whether they
wish to watch (or participate in) the program:

The following program requires participants to be 18 years or older. Viewer
discretion is advised.
Independently produced, Play TV is paid programming which consists of a series of puzzles,
riddles, trivia and other general knowledge and skill testing questions (collectively the
"Quizzes" and individually a "Quiz") which viewers will be invited to solve interactively during
the live broadcast of televised episodes of the television program entitled Play TV Canada
(the "Program").
Please note there are crawls at the bottom of the screen in addition to verbal mentions made
continually throughout the telecast informing viewers that once they decide to call the 900
number, they have 18 seconds to hang up without being charged. All calls that proceed past
the 18 seconds are charged $1.99 per call regardless of if they are randomly selected to go
live to air or not. Again, this is explained both on-air by the host and on the show's website.

Also explained is that entries through the website are free - viewers do not have to pay to
play. It is only if they are calling or texting that they will be charged a fee.
According to the Producer of Play TV, all puzzles have robust audited methodology. This
audited methodology means that there is only one correct solution to the puzzle and question,
and that this solution is checked and audited.
Not disclosing the methodology (having this formula for counting), does not mean there is any
trickery or anything hidden in the puzzle. Everyone viewing has an equal chance to calculate
the answer and all telephone and on-line entrants then have the same chance to be randomly
selected to come live to air to answer the puzzle.
The Producer's puzzles are first checked by a computer program, and the one and only
answer is then checked again by the show director. The answer to the puzzle is then handed
in a sealed envelope to the host and he or she opens it live on air, either (1) immediately if
the correct answer is given by a viewer, or (2) at or near the end of the show if the correct
answer is not given by a viewer. This ensures a fair and open process as the answer cannot
be changed once it has been approved by the computer, double-checked and placed in the
sealed envelope.
Please be assured our audited system is supervised and checked
regularly. How the answer is reached is not explained because these puzzles often follow the
same format - to explain how one was calculated is providing the formulas for many others;
that would not allow all viewers to be on an even playing field.
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You, the viewer, are our valued customer. As such, we strive to ensure that our viewers will
continue to watch our programming. We appreciate open dialogue with our audience
because communicating with our viewers helps us do a better job.

File 09/10-0661

The broadcaster responded to the third complainant on January 21, 2010 with the
following:
We are in receipt of your letter via the CBSC regarding Global Television's broadcast of Play
TV Canada, January 9th 2010 on Global Ontario (CIII).
In your letter, you have expressed concerns regarding this show and you felt it was
misleading and fraudulent.
Let me begin by saying that as responsible broadcasters, we are sensitive to the members of
our viewing audience and we apologize if this program has offended you. I assure you that it
is neither Global's nor the producer's intention to do so.

Under The Broadcasting Act, broadcasters are required to provide a broad spectrum of
entertainment and information programming for "men, women and children of all ages,
interests and tastes'. Television programming is required to be diverse and appealing to a
wide range of audiences. As a result, what one viewer might consider an interesting or
informative program might lead another to turn the channel.
Global Television adheres to the television rating system created by the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters (CAB) and the Action Group on Violence on Television
(AGVOT). This public rating system is intended to advise viewers of a program's content in
order to allow you, the viewer, to determine a program's suitability for your own viewing needs
and desires. As required, an on-screen key airs for the first fifteen seconds of the program
and matching V-Chip data is encoded into our transmission for the entire duration of the
program.
Play TV Canada is rated 18+. Programming with this classification contains themes suitable
for viewers (and possible participants) 18 or older. We also air the following advisory coming
out of each commercial break, so that viewers can make an informed decision whether they
wish to watch (or participate in) the program:

The fol/owing program requires participants to be 18 years or older. Viewer
discretion is advised.
Independently produced, Play TV is paid programming which consists of a series of puzzles,
riddles, trivia and other general knowledge and skill testing questions, (collectively, the
Quizzes" and individually, a "Quiz') which viewers are invited to solve interactively during the
live broadcast of televised episodes of the program.
Please note there are crawls at the bottom of the screen in addition to verbal mentions made
continually throughout the telecast informing viewers that once they decide to call the 900
number, they have 18 seconds to hang up without being charged. All calls that proceed past
the 18 seconds are charged $1.99 per call regardless of if they are randomly selected to go
live to air or not. Again, this is explained both on-air by the host and on the show's website.
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Also explained is that entries through the website are free - viewers do not have to pay to
play. It is only if they are calling or texting that they will be charged a fee.
According to the Producer of Play TV, all quizzes have robust audited methodology.

This
audited methodology means that there is only one correct solution to the puzzle and question,
and that this solution is checked and audited.
Not disclosing the methodology, (having this formula for counting) does not mean there is any
trickery or anything hidden in the puzzle. Everyone viewing has an equal chance to calculate
the answer and all telephone and on-line entrants then have the same chance to be randomly
selected to come live to air to answer the puzzle.
The Producer's puzzles are first checked by a computer program, and the one and only
answer is then checked again by the show director. The answer to the puzzle is then handed
in a sealed envelope to the host and he or she opens it live on air, either (1) immediately if
the correct answer is given by a viewer, or (2) at or near the end of the show if the correct
answer is not given by a viewer. This ensures a fair and open process as the answer cannot
be changed once it has been approved by the computer, double checked and placed in the
sealed envelope.
Please be assured our audited system is supervised and checked
regularly. How the answer is reached is not explained because these puzzles often follow the
same format - to explain how one was calculated is providing the formulas for many others;
that would not allow all viewers to be on an even playing field.

You, the viewer, are our valued customer. As such we strive to ensure that our viewers will
continue to watch our programming. We appreciate open dialogue with our audience
because communicating with our viewers helps us do a better job.

Additional Correspondence from Complainants
File 09/10-0201

The first complainant sent the following e-mail on October 19, 2009, indicating his
dissatisfaction with Global's response:
I am not satisfied with the response from Global. The issues raised here are the same as the
issues raised in the Quebec case I cited.

The show should be compelled to divulge how they arrive at a particular solution to a quiz or
math problem. The answer provided at the end of the show cited in my complaint bears no
discemable relationship to the equation (I am sure that any mathemetician would agree).
This program is taking money from the viewers. but is not conducting the show in a fair and
open manner. The show only provides a first name and city when revealing the winners. The
show appears to be self auditing. The U.K. was successful in shutting down a number of
these shows citing the same concerns.

I want the show to provide the solution to the equation presented in the show cited in my
complaint to indicate that matters are conducted in a fair manner.
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When the CBSC views the tape of the show, it will realize why I filed a complaint. For the
show to respond by saying the director and a computer audit the answers does not provide
viewer transparency.
This show requires complete disclosure and independent auditing
I feel that the show should encounter the same terms imposed in the Quebec decision and
should reveal the solution to the equation to verify that it is conducting the show in a fair
manner as required by standards.

File 09/10-0586

The second complainant filed his Ruling Request dated January 27, 2010,

File 09/10-0661
The third complainant wrote back to the broadcaster on January 26
Obviously, the person who replied to my complaint has not seen this show.
Firstly. can you explain to me the relevance to your first page information regarding" Play TV
Canada is rated 18+"? What does that have to do with my concerns?

Are you saying that

because it's rated 18+ it's allowed to be fraudulent?
Note on page 2:
Paragraph
1 "Please note there are crawls at the bottom of the screen in addition to verbal
mentions made continually throughout the telecast informing viewers that once they decide to

call the 900 number, they have 18 seconds to hang up without being charged."
Perhaps my eyes/memory is lacking regarding this but I don't recall hearing or seeing ANY
mention of this during the broadcast (certainly not "continually throughout") - do you have a
broadcast copy to reference?
Paragraph 2 "Also explained is that
The Play TV site says to leave your information including phone number and if picked you will
get a call during the broadcast to answer the question. At no time during the broadcast do
they call anyone, they just answer calls. This statement is simply a NOT TRUE.
Paragraph 3 ". solution checked and audited."

Auditedby WHOM? Where is the accountability?
Paragraph 4 "Not disclosingthe methodology.
During the entire broadcast the announcer was showing viewers the "methodology" by
detailing how each number has to look, possible solutions, what not to do in your solution.
This paragraph is totally FALSE, the announcer showed the methodology, but they didn't use

that discussedmethodologyin their own solution!
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Paragraph 5 ".

puzzlesfirst checkedby a computerprogram

This first sentence is an outright LIE
Explain to me how a computer can possibly check a solution for moving 2 matchsticks to
arrive at the highest number. Even if there was a computer system on the planet that could
be programmed to do this it would not involve exponents in the solution like their supposed
"answer" did.
Might I remind you of your Mission Statement below. To say "Play TV Canada" and 'Win, but
win fairly t with integrity and honesty" would be a disgrace.

Your Mission Statement states:

"To inform,enlightenand entertainpeopleeverywhereso as to improvethe qualityof their
lives."
Core Values
Serve the customer
Strive for quality and excellence
Win, but win fairly, with integrity and honesty
Empower citizens with knowledge
Give back to the community

I am very disappointed that a station like Global, which I have always thought to be
professional and informative, would air an obvious scam quiz show - Play TV Canada at
3 am Saturday morning. It's embarrassing for your station and also for Canada as a nation
that lawmakers here even let you air this garbage. Does your station manager even watch
these broadcasts? I simply felt the need to let you know, as I feel sorry for the countless
idiots who no doubt phone in to try to guess some impossible answer - my guess is jackpots
are NEVER won? Notice how they flash the answer so quickly you can't even see it (like this
"matchstick"episode,they also showed you how you MUST make the numbers look but
obviously did not use that method in creating their solution -looks like they made a standard
numberrepresentan exponential number).
Every regulatory agency/body/organizationin Canada will be getting a complaint from me and
every friend I share this with - complaining about YOUR STATION FOR AIRING THIS
BLATANT OUTRIGHT FRAUD!

206 (1)(e) Gamingand 380 (1) Fraudunder the Canadian Criminal Code
Here is a Quiz for GlobalTV. Spell:C LAS SACT ION LAW SUIT.
The complainant then submitted his Ruling Request on February 24 with the following note:
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The response I received from the broadcaster regarding this obviously fraudulent show was
full of inaccuracies and outright lies. I have not received ANY reply from the broadcaster
regarding my concerns (which were copied to you at info@cbsc.ca on January 26). A copy of
my questions are below and the original response from the broadcaster has been sent to you
referencing the CBSC file number CBSC File C09/1 0-0661. Among many concerns is that
they would outright lie in their reply by saying that both the broadcast and website states that
viewers "have 18 seconds to hang up without being charged." NO, THAT IS NOT SAID IN
THE
BROADCAST
AND
IS
NOT
WRITTEN
ON
THE
WEB
SITE
(http://www.calltv.com/playtvcanada/index.php?page=rules).

Can I expect to get some type of honest reply or
Thankyou

responseregarding my concerns?

for addressingmy concerns

Additional Correspondence from Broadcaster
On February22, Global Ontariosent an email to the CBSCwhich read as follows
Please find attached a letter from the producers of Play TV that they would like taken into
consideration regarding the adjudication of CBSC file # [Mr. I.] CO9/10-0201 and [Mr. D.]
CO9/10-0586. The producers have taken many steps to make Play TV more transparent and
the show that airs now is quite different from the one that aired at the time of these
complaints.
Thanks you for your consideration in this matter.

The document from the Play TV producers is at the end of this Appendix B
Global then also sent an additional letter to the complainant in File 09/10-0661 on
March 16:
We are in receipt of your letter via the CBSC and your request for a ruling in response to our
letter of correspondence regarding your previous complaint concerning Play-TV Canada.
Your concerns were passed along for more detailed explanations regarding Play- TV Canada.

Your comment regarding the show as fraudulent
The producers do not accept the show as fraudulent and there are several stipulations clearly
explained through the show. To date, $100,000 has been won in prize money; thousands of
people have been randomly selected to go live to air, and millions of viewers enjoy the show
without entering.

Regarding crawls
The show has never stated on air that people have 18 seconds to hang up and not be
charged; that portion of correspondence was an error on my part for which I apologize - at no
time has it ever been stated viewers have 18 seconds to hang up when they make the call
into the show.
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Regarding leaving information in order to be chosen to play and your statementthat it
is not true
The host does not make the calls and never claims to. The host says "we will take your call
or we will call you back" ... not "I will call you back". To explain in more detail, if people are
randomly selected, then there are two "pools" they can be randomly chosen from:
(A)

If they are chosen from the free-to-enter-online enbies or text entries, then the studio
gallery calls them at the number they entered online, and once they have spoken to the
producer, who explains that the call is from Play TV and the caller is going to be put live
on air, they are put through to the host live on air.

(B)

If the random selectionis for a phone call, then the caller is put through to the
producer in the gallery, who explains to the caller that they are about to go live on air, and
the call is put through to the host.

The random selection is managed by computer (the entire process has been audited and
approved by a third party auditor). The computerized random selection is to ensure faimess
of selection and to prevent any possible manual manipulation.

Auditing process and accountability
Before any game is played, it goes through a rigorous checking process, and is signed off by
several people, and ultimately the show director and producer before it goes on air. This
game vetting process has been independently verified and approved by a leading auditing
company. Once the game has been signed off, it cannot be changed and. when the game
permits, the answer is also placed in a sealed envelope to be opened live on air.

Disclosure and methodology
The methodology is never revealed. Giving an occasional tip or an explanation of the game
is completely different to step by step explaining how to solve a puzzle and explain
methodology. Revealing methodology would remove the element of skill and prevent any
similar game from being played in the future. Separately, regardless of the outcome of a
game, the answer is always revealed.

Puzzles checked by computerized program
Where appropriate and applicable, the producer's puzzles are first checked and validated by

a computerprogram,and the one and onlyansweris thenchecked again by the show
director prior to broadcast. The answer to the puzzle is then handed in a sealed envelope to
the host and he or she opens it live on air, either (1) immediately if the correct answer is
given by a viewer, or (2) at or near the end of the show if the correct answer is not given by a
viewer. This ensures a fair and open process as the answer cannot be changed once it has
been approved by the computer, double checked and placed in the sealed envelope. How
the answer is reached is not explained because these puzzles often follow the same format to explain how one was calculated is providing the formulas for many others; that would not
allow all viewers to be on an even playing field.
Please note, as of March 26f12010, our contract with Play TV will end and the show will no
longer air on Global Television.

Play TV Canada to Global TV and The CBSC

Summary of existina and new DroDosedDrocedures to ensure oDenness.fairness and to
maximise viewer Drotections.
1

Introduction

PlayTV Canadais producedby Telemediaand broadcaston GlobalTV stationsin Ontario.British
Columbiaand Calgary.Showsare aired live between2am and 4am local time Saturdaymorning
Ontarioand BritishColumbia.and between2am and 3am localtime on Sundaymorningin Ontario
and Calgary.There are about25 hours of the live show broadcastcurrentlyeadl month,whidl has
risenfrom 4 hours per monthwhenthe show startedin September2009.
Play TV Canada is essentially a live game show,where viewersmay chooseto try and enterto sdve

puzzlesto win cash prizeslive on air. There are 3 ways to enter the show,via land line phone,via
mobileand via the internet.All three entry methodsare promoted. Entriesfrom all routesare chosen
at randomby computerto come live to air for a chanceto sdve the puzzle.Viewersrandomly
selectedto cometo air, who correctlysolve the puzzle,win cash. Prizesare typicallyfulfilledwithin 3
to 6 weeks, sometimesless, and in rare occasionswhen checks are lost in the mail, or viewersare
difficultto contactto confirmtheir details,fulfilmentcan take up to 8 weeks.
To date, PlayTV Canadahave randomlyselectedover of 3,000 callersto come live to air and have
paid out nearly$100k (one hundredthousanddollars)in prizesto satisfiedviewers.
Play TV CanadasoughtCanadianlegal adviceprior to the show being broadcast.This advicehas,
and will continueto be followedto ensurethe showformat and proceduresare fair and legal.A copy
of this advicewas providedto Globalprior to the first show being broadcast.
This legal advice,will be explainedin detail later in this document.and indudes, but is not limitedto

(1) a clear and permanentadviceas to any cost of entry both on screenand on the web site and (2)
the offer of a free route of entry and (3) no purchasebeing necessaryand (4) winner selectionbeing
made randomlyfrom all routesof entry and (5) the gameshave a degreeof skigand are not just
chancebased,(whichmay be evidencedby incorrectanswersbeingreceived)and (6) full terms and
conditionsbeing availableand promotedduringthe show,and (7) statingin the terms and conditions
that callingdoes not guaranteerandomselectionto come on air.
Telemedia, the producersof PlayTV Canada,producealmostseventhousandhours every month,of

live interactiveTV aroundthe world.We are committedto matchingfairnessand opennesswith the
requirementsof local broadcastand telephonyregulations.Our game playingprocedureshave been
examinedby independent3n!party verificationagencyPromoVernasand they meetthe highest
standardsof fairnessregardingrandomselection.The independentauditingand verificationof the
Play TV systemis coveredin more detail, in section2.2 of this document.
2 Game Play and viewer advice
Viewers may choose to enter if they are legal residents of Canada and over the age of 18. Play TV
Canada provides full information and guidance about the entry process, any costs where applicable
and the seledion process in a number of ways.

2.1 Pennanently displayed on screen, throughout the entire broadcast is a large graphic,dearly
displaying7 piecesof information:

The currentprizefor a COfTect
answerand any bonus prize if applicable
The currentquestionrelatingto the game
The entry numberfrom a land line and the cost of the call if made
The entry numberfrom a mobilephoneand the cost of entry if made
5, Statementrelatingto citizenshipand minimumage requirement
6, Slow crawl of terms and conditions and contactdetails (see further detailsand changes
below)
7. Web site address
8 Fromtime to time. a secondtext crawl is placedat the top of the screenlisting previous
winners
1

2.
3.
4,

As soon as Is practicallypossible.the followingchangeswill be been madeto the pennanenton
screengraphic:
Box 5: Text removedand replacedwith either
0 "Live Calls d1osenat randomby computerfrom all entries.Not all entrieswill be
selected.All calls are charged"
0
0

"Callingdoesnotguarantee
enteringtheshow.All Callsarecharged."
"Allcallsarechargedindependently
of beingselectedor nor

The decisionto remove"Entrantsmust be over 18 and legal residentsof Canada.from box 5, was
made in consultationwith GlobalTV, because(1) The informationis now presentedin the text crawl
of box 6 and (2) The viewer discretionand over 18 messageis broadcastby Globalprior to the show
and (3) The show is V chip protectedas over 18.
Box 7: Text added"AlTERNATE ENTRY:"prior to the alreadypermanentlydisplayed
"CALL TV. COM/PLA YTVCANADA.

The newly revisedpermanenton saeen graphicis below

The text crawl mentionedin point 6 above,includesthe followinginformation.which is also played
throughoutthe entire show.
The red text below is a proposedadditionto the existingtext crawt,whichwill take effect as soon as
practicallypossible.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
ENTRANTS MUST BE OVER 18 AND LEGAL RESIDENTS OF CANADA. ENTRY
PROHIBITED FROM QUEBEC.
THERE ARE THREE WAYS TO ENTER.
CALL 1-900-52&-5858 FROM YOUR LAND LINE PHONE. ALL LAND LINE CALLS COST
$1.99
DIAL #5656 FROM YOUR MOBILE PHONE. ALL MOBILE CALLS COST $2
TELEPHONE CHARGES WILL APPEAR ON YOUR NEXT PHONE BILL OR WILL BE
DEDUCTED FROM YOUR MOBILE PRE PAID CREDIT.
ALTERNATIVE ENTRY AT V.JWW.CALLTV.COM/PLAYTVCANADA WHERE YOU CAN
ALSO SEE A FULL UST OF PREVIOUS GAME ANSWERS AND ALL PREVIOUS
WINNERS.

VIEWERSWILL BE SELECTED AT RANDOM BY COMPUTER FROM ALL LANDLlNE,

.
.
.

MOBILE AND ON LINE ENTRIES FOR THE CHANCE TO COME LIVE ON THE AIR TO
SOLVE THE PUZZLE. THE CHANCE OF SELECTION DEPENDS ON THE NUMBER OF
ENTRIES. NOT EVERYONE WILL BE SELECTED. ALL CALLS ARE CHARGED IF
RANDOMLY SELECTED OR NOT. CALLING DOES NOT GUARANTEE SELECTION.
A MAXIMUM OF 25 ENTRIES ARE ALLOWED IN EACH SHOW FROM ANY PHONE.
A MAXIMUM OF 100 ENTRIES ARE ALLOWED IN EACH MONTH FROM ANY PHONE.
CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-877-241-1612 OR EMAIL PLAYTVCANADA@CALLTV.COM
WINNER PAYMENTS ARE PROCESSED WITHIN 4 TO 8 WEEKS.

2.2 Spoken instructions and guidance given by the host.
The very nature of any live and interactive show is fluid, and the entire show cannot be scripted. The
games, prizes and offers are adjusted live in each show to take account of entries and live viewer
feedback. Randomly throughout the show, in addition to the clear information provided the permanent
graphic, the text crawl and the website, the host will also regularly mention the entry methods and
costs.
As soon as is practically possible and, with the prior approval of Global TV, the spoken instructions
will be scripted, and will be spoken at or near the start of every show, and regularly throughout the
show, and in any case, not more than 15 minutes apart. This spoken scripted advice is in addition to
the permanently

listed help on screen and the web site.

"There are threewaysto get involvedin the show...Froma land line you can call 1-900-5285858,all calls cost $1.99 or from a mobile phone you can dial pound 5656 and all calls cost $2.
You can also find alternative entry at our website call TV dot com, slash play TV Canada. There
you can also see all of our previous game answers, our full terms and conditions and our
previous winners. Remember we do choose viewers at random, by computer for a chance to
join us live on air and solve the puzzle for cash prizes. The chances of being selected depend
on the number of entries we receive. Not all entries will be selected. All calls are charged"
Not all viewers choose to enter of course! Many are happy to watch the show, like other quiz shows
for entertainment only. Of those that do choose to enter, some choose to enter by phone and pay a
fee, and some choose to enter on line for free. As stated, selection of entrants to come to air is made
by computer from all routes of entry, there is no preference given to any particular route of entry.

2.3 The random selection process
The random selection process is automated for viewer protection, and the hard code for that selection
has been independently verified, tested and audited by Promo Veritas of London, a leading auditing
company, who specialise in interactive TV event auditing and management. Promo Veritas work for

some of Europe's largest broadcasters, including the BBG See httD://www.Dromoveritas.com/

2.4 The web site
The Play TV web site already allows for free on line entry, instructions on how to play, full terms and
conditions and a list of previous winners.
The Play TV web site is already promoted pennanently throughout the show in box 7 of the TV
graphic, and is also already promoted throughout the show in the text crawl of box 6.
The home page of the web site has clear and easy to follow instructions and information. Every page
of the web site contains direct links on the left to "The Home Page", detailed "How to Play"
instructions, "Official Rules" and a list of pervious "Winners". The home page duplicates and

summarises

some of the most important infonnation. including the cost of entry should people choose

to call. and the links to customercare emailand the customertoll free customercare line.
As soon as is practicallypossible,and with the prior approvalof GlobalTV, we proposethe following
two additionsto the websitehome page. (1) The inclusionof a list of prior game answerswithin 48
hoursof each show and (2) The additionof the phrase. Rememberwe do chooseviewersat random,
by computerfor a chanceto join us live on air and solve the puzzle for cashprizes. Thechancesof
beingselecteddependon the numberof entrieswe receive.Selectionis randomby computer;not all
entrieswill be selected.All calls are charged-

To enter from a land lne only caB
1.900-528-5858. All cab cost $1.99.
To enter from a ceI phone only, dial 15656. AI
caDs cost $2. This service only available to ceO
phones on Bel, Solo, Rogers and Fldo network.
Or enter for free using the form on this webslte.

Plea.. follow the Instructionsof the show host
or any on screen graphicsduring the show.
Plea.. read the omclalrules and rememberyou
can only par1lcipateduring the Ive show!

SUGGESTEDCHNAGESTO BE INSERTEDIN THE WEBHERE

--,ou_~c

Our customer care number Is 1-877-241-1612.
Please note you cannot participate In the show
from this number.
Our customer care emailis
ptaytvcanada@!caltv.com. Please note yoo
cannot participate In the show by emal.

~

The suggested changes have now been made to the website. and are highlighted below. With effect
from February 19th,the web site is promoted in a number of high profile ways, and so relevant to any
adjudication about the fairness of the broadcast.

Permanentlyon screenwith

the message promoting alternative entry

Every minute or so in the text crawl, advising alternate entry, previous answers and previous
winners

At the start of the show, beforeany new game,and about every 10 minutesby the spoken
words of the host
~

phones on Bell, Solo, Rogers and Fldo network.
Or enter for free using the form on this website.
Please follow the Instructionsof the show host
or any on screen graphics during the show.

Please read the official rules and remember you
can only participate during the live show!
For information only, we have provided examples of the "how to play", "free on line entry" and "listing
of prior winners over $25" pages.

How to play page

,..,.~

Free on line entry page

Prior winner's page
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2.5 Entry by telephone
Play TV Canadaalreadyoffersviewersthe choiceof both paid and free routesof entry. Viewersmay
also choosenot to enter. Paid entry is by land line telephoneor by cel phonefrom participating
carriers.Telephonyis managedby our telephonecarrier partner"Triton".See
httD:/Iwww.tritonalobal.ca/
Play TV Canadaand Triton have made significantinvestmentsin
technologyand viewerprotedions aboveand beyondany legal.telephonyand CBSCrequirements.
Not all viewers are able to enter by telephone because premium rate calls are not allowed by their
carrier. However, all viewers can enter for free via the web.
If a viewer calls from a carrier who does not allow premium rate calls, them of course the call does not
reach the Play TV platform, then Play TV do not receive the call and have no control over the caller

experience. The caller experience is a matter between the caller and their phone company.

It is entirelypossiblethat the caller may be (1) cut off without announcement,(2) advisedpremium
rate calls are not permittedand then cut off, (3) playeda busy J engagedtone. In all these instances,
the call has been blockedfrom reachingPlay TV by the local carrier,and the viewer cannotbe and
has never been chargedfor the ca..
the viewerhas a telephoneor mobilecarrierthat permitspremiumrate calling,and the
viewer,havingalreadybeen advisedin the show and/oron line of the cost of this entry,choosesto
call, then there are other protectionsfor viewersfrom PlayTV, all of which are beyondany regulatory
requirement.These indude:
Assuming

2.5.1.Priorto connectionof the call, we look up live on our databasethe caller'stelephonenumber.If
the caller has made 25 calls in that particularshow and/or 100 calls in that calendarmonth,then we
play the caller a messagesayingthat they have exceededthe permittednumberof entries.Whenthis
happens,the call is then disconnededand the viewer is not chargedfor the call. In this instance,Play
TV still has significantTelco and transportcosts for the call, and no income.
2.5.2If the viewer is below the 25 per show and 100 per month threshold.then they are immediately
P'ayed a further warning about the cost of the call and given an opportunity to hang up and not be
charged for the call. If the viewer hangs up. they are not and cannot be charged for the call. In this
instance. Play TV still incurs significant T~
and transport costs without income.

2.5.3 Only if the caller has read and seen the dear on screenor on line instructionsand cost
warnings,and heardthe clear instructionsand cost warningsspokenby the host, and has still chosen
to pay to enter, and only then if they call, and are belowthe 25 entriesper show and 100 entriesper
monthcall limit, and have listenedto the repeatedcost warningon the caU,and then chosento stay
on the line, can they be chargedfor the call. Oncethey have been chargedthey are advisedif they
have been randomlyselectedto come to air. If the caller is not randomlyselectedthen they are
advisedby a pre recordedmessageand the call is automaticallydisconnected.If they are randomly
selected,they are advisedby a pre recordedmessageand transferredlive to the studiowhere they
talk live to the show producer,who advisesthem they are aboutto go live on air. The answeris not
taken from the viewer until they are live on air. The producerand host have no idea until the viewer
givestheir answer,if they have correctlysolvedthe game or puzzle.
2.5.4 PlayTV reviewedthe prior adjudicationby The CBSCfor Call TV in Quebec,where it was
allegedthat callerswere chargedfor engagedcalls, or callerscould not get throughbecauseof phone
capacity.Play TV Canadaand our phone partnercan assureGlobaland The CBSCthat this cannot
and has not happenedwith our show.We have 300 dedicatedlines and averagecall durationof 24
seconds.We have NEVERreachedanythingclose to call capacitysince movingto Triton in
Septemberof 2009. Our systemcan manageabout 18,000calls per minute,and can be scaledup in
the event of demandin less than 7 days. The only time a viewer can have heard a busy or engaged
signal,or failed to get throughto the show,can only have beenas a result of their local carriernot
acceptingthe call. To repeatthe statementmade in 2.5.3 above,only calls that have gonethroughall
the viewerprotectionslisted, and reachedour platformcan be charged.Viewersare often confused
and daim to have beenchargedfor callsthat do not ream us, which is not the casewith our show.
Only calls reaming our platformand going beyondany cost warning pre amblecan be charged.
2.6 Game choice and changing games mid show
Priorto ead1show,the producerand director have a list of possi~ gamesfor ead1live show.There
are severalpre approvedgamesfor ead1show,and ead1has beenthrough a rigorousvetting
procedureto ensureaccuracy.Of coursePlayTV does not know prior to show how manygameswill
be used.This dependson the numberof entriesreceivedand if gamesare solvedor not. There Is
only one correctauditedanswerfor eachgame, and this answerIs placednot only on the show
graphic(In the event of a reveal)but also in a sealedenvefope.The purposeof the sealedenvelope

is to assurethe viewer that the puzzleansweris pre determined,and cannotbe manipulatedor
changedin show to avoid payingwinners.With any game, wherethere is an elementof skill, we are
unawareIf the puzzlewill be solvedcorrectlyin the first call, on a later call or not at all. PlayTV
wants to havewinners.Without winnersthe show losesa key elementof its credibility.Whena game
is solvedcorrectly,the winner is confirmedlive 00 air. A list of all previouswinnersover $25 is also
shownon our web site. Sometimes,a game isn't solved,and the show director hasto makea
decisionto mange to a new game,to allow viewersthe mance to win. Whenthis ha~,
the host
alwaysadvisesthe viewersthat the current game is going to end and that a new gamewill be
started.There are alwaysat least 3 more callstaken for a mance for peopleto save the puzzle
beforeit is taken off air and replacedby a new puzzle.
It Is importantto note, that havingsomegamesthat are not solvedis to be expected,becauseof the
legal requirementplacedon PlayTV to havegamesof skill, and not just gamesof chance.If every
gamewas so easyas to allow every personto know the answer,then there Is no denX>nstrabie
elementof skill.
If Play1V Canadagivesthe game methooology,when revealingan answer,then wheneverthat
game, or a similargame is playedagain,the viewer simply needsto follow the previouslyadvised
methodologyand substitutethe new numbers,so everyonecould get the correctanswer.If everyone
can get the correct answer,then there is no demonstrativeelementof skill. An analogy,would be
allowingstudentsto take the formulato tests into an examination.This also providesan unfair (and
potentiallyillegal) advantageto viewerswho saw a previousshow and methooology,to viewerswho
didn't. Everyviewer watdling the current live show, must havethe samefair and equal rnance to
work out the answerto the puzzleand game, and not be advantagedby having beentold how to
calculatethe samegame previously.
~ay 1V Canadaproposes,in responseto the spedfic gameshighlighted,that in future, there will be
no numbersusedthat are not obviousand dear, and IF the puzzleinvolvesroman numerals,that this
will be advisedby the host, during the game, and also in the text crawl. All gameswill be fully
explained.Play1V also proposesgoing forward, that the most difficult gameswill not be used,only
thosethat demonstrateand requirea reasonableelementof skill, and in any event, every gamewill
be fully explainedboth in spokenand written instructions.If requiredby the CABdause, then only
those gamespreviouslyacceptedby the C8SCin the TQSruling would be usedin future shows.
Furthermore,Play1V would point out that it is not an accurateassumptionthat viewersneverget
dose to the correctanswerto countinggamesinvolvingromannumerals.There have been many
winnersof sud1games,and significantcallerswithin one or two numbersof the correctanswer.It is
not a reasonablerequirementthat everyonewho watcheswill get the correctanswer,but it is a fair
and reasonableassumptionthat everyonecan calculatethe correctanswer,if presentedwith all the
facts.
Ptay1V noted from a previousCBSCruling, againstTQS,and from recentletters, that viewersbelieve
the answerto gamestaken off air are not given. Whilst this may have beenthe casewith TQSin
Quebec,this is most certainlynot the casewith Ptay1V. If a game is not solved,the answeris always
and has alwaysbeen revealedbeforethe end of all Play1V Canadashowsby the host. To improve
the process,when a director deddesto changegamesmid show, in order to play a gamethat
generateswinners,then, as soon as Is reasonablypossible,Ptay1V will implementthe following
procedure.

2.6.1The host will alwaysadvisethat the current game will be comingto an end, and advise
how many more callswill be taken to air beforethe game is changed.
2.6.2 If the game is not solved within those calls,the host will open the envelope and reveal
the answer to the puzzle immediately, and before moving onto another game.
2.6.3 The entry and cost warning statement,read at the start of the show, will also be
repeatedbeforeany new game is started
2.6.4 The answerto all games,those solvedand those not solvedwill also be listed on line
within 48 hoursof the show broadcast.
2.6.5 Revealingthe answerto any game live on air and makingthose answersavaila~e on
line is im~rtant for viewertrust. Oneor two viewershave askedfor PlayTV to revealthe game
methodology,and we wish to explainwhy this is not possi~e. Rrstly, game methodologyIs the IP of
the show In the sameway that the redpe is for Coke.Also, by revealingthe methodology,it would
preventPlayTV not only from playingany gametwice, but also from playingany similargame, to the
detrimentof the enjoymentand partidpationof the audience.Lastiy,and possi~y most importantly,
havinga real and prova~e elementof skill is a fundamentallegal requirementin Canada.By
revealinggame methodology,you take away any skill elementand reducegamesentirely to mance,
makingthem, Illegal.
Lastly,regardinggames,Play"TVwould point out that the show producersare mandatedto ensure
prize moneyis paid in every show. Not only do they changegamesto allow this, but regularly,also..
PlayTV also paysout prizesto peoplerandomlyselected,who get through to the studio but
give an inCOlTect
answer.This is alwaysadvisedto viewersin advanceto give them the
d1anceto makean informeddecisionto enter or not.
Play1V producersand host, from time to time, actuallytell viewersNOTto call or enter b
three to five minutes,to take time to look at the puzzledosely and try and work out an
answer. This is promotedas "thinking timeTo the best of our knowledge,no other similarshow doesthesethings, both designedto reduce
incomeand inaease prize money.
2.7 Prior winners, winner selection process and complaints to The CBSC
As previouslyoutlined,all entriesare consideredequallyand entriesare selectedat randomby
computerfor the mance to comelive to air and solveany game or puzzlefor cash.This processhas
beenindependentlyverified and auditedby PromoVeritas.
Since September 2009, Play "TVCanada has broadcast nearly 60 shows, recei\oedover half a million
enbies from all routes and paid out dose to $100,000 in prize money.

Ptay1V Canadainheritsan audienceof about 120,000people,and is estimatedto be seenby dose to
a quarter of a million peopleper show,with mannel surfing.The total audiencesinceSeptemberis
estimatedto be 15,000,000(fifteen million viewers).
WIth 24 complaintsto CBSC,this representsa complaintlevel of 0.00016%of all viewers.
Play "TVCanada, like all shows cannot be universally loved by all viewers, but we believe it is enjoyed
by millions of viewers passively, hundreds of thousands actively who partidpate and thousands who
have shared in prize money.

2.8 Contribution to Global
On aJrrent broadcastvolumes,Ptay1V Canadaprovidesthe over 18 audiencewith over 80 hoursof
annualisedlive game show content.This live content is producedat the sole expenseof Telemedia,
and Globalare not chargedfor this content.The showsare watchedin entirety sometimesby over
150,000viewers,and for someshows,over 250,000viewerswatch at peak.The overwhelming
majority of viewersenjoy the show,either actively,or passively.
Play"TVCanadabelievesthis is an importantaudiencewho enjoy and understandthe show,and its
~~.
In 2009, for the first time, the amountspent with on-line advertisingovertookthe amountspent on
broadcastadvertisingfor the first time. A TV market,funded by commercialadvertsfor over 50 years,
has beenovertakenin lessthan 10 years by on line advertising.Againstthis backgroundof dedining
and fragmentedaudiencesand advertisingspend,and in a diffiOJltand turbulent economy,PlayTV
Canadamakesan importantfinandal conbibutlonto GlobalTV. This incomeif lost would surelybe
reflectedin a dedine in employmentand prime time programmingQualityand content.
3 Summary
As responsible broadcasters and prOOucers,Global and Play 1V Canada are sensitive to the members
of our viewing audience and we apologize if this program has offended them. I assure you that it is
neither Global's nor the Play 1V Canada's intention to do so.

UnderThe BroadcastingAct, broadcastersare requiredto providea broad spectrumof entertainment
and informationprogrammingfor "men, womenand childrenof all ages,interestsand tastes".
Televisionprogrammingis requiredto be diverseand appealingto a wide rangecI audiences.
As a result, what one viewer might consideran interestingor informativeprogrammight lead another
to tum the channel.
GlobalTelevisionadheresto the televisionrating systemcreatedby the CanadianAssociationcK
Broadcasters(CAB)and the ActionGroupon Violenceon Television(AGVOT).This publicrating
systemis intendedto adviseviewersof a program'scontent in order to allow the viewer to determine
a program'ssuitabilityfor their own viewingneedsand desires. As required,an on-screenkey airs
for the first fifteen secondsof the programand matd1ing.V-O1ipdata is encodedinto the
transmissionfor the entire duration of the program.
Play-1VCanadais rated 18+. Programmingwith this dassificationcontainsthemessuitablefor
viewers(and possiblepartidpants) 18 or older. Globalalso air the followingadvisorycomingout of
eadt commercialbreak,so that viewerscan makean informeddedsionwhetherthey wish to watdt
(or partidpate in) the program:"11Ie following pt'tIg/3m requires ~rtidpants to be 18 years
or older. Viewer discretion is ~
.
Play1V believesit is importantthat The CBSCunderstandsthe wide rangeof viewer protectionsin
the foregroundand backgroundof the show, and the wider processes,so that dedsionsabout the
fairnessof the entire show package,are not prejudicedby potentiallyinaCaJrateassumptionsabout
any individualprocess,that the CBSCmay or may not consider.

PI8YTV CBnada believes th8t with the viewer pr~-t=ons 81ready in place, prior to the
showsbeingadjudicated,induding (1) the spokenand permanentgraphicinstructionsand
explanationsand (2) the pennanentlypromotedweb site (3) the web site itself and (4) the further
cost warningand viewer protectionson the phone linesand (5) the independentlyauditedand
verified randomselectionprocess, when, combined with the further changes suggested in
this document, (many of which have been introduced), that the show In its entirety not
only meets but exceeds the broad intent and specific requirements of the criteria set
down under clause 12 of The CAB code of ethics, that, "All on-air contestsand promotions
shall be conceivedand conductedfairly and legitimatelyand particularcare shall be taken to ensure
that they are not misleading,potentiallydangerousor likely to give rise to a public inconvenienceor
disturbanceand that any prizesoffered or promisesmadeare what they are representedto be",
Play1V Canadabelievesthat any fair mindedview of the show and processesin their entirety would
cometo the samecondusion.
All of the proposedmanges to show processand procedure,we expectto be Implementedno later
than the end of February2010.
The current show format, processand procedureis significantlydifferent to the showsbeing
adjudicated.
Furthermore, even without changes proposed, Play TV Canada already meets or exceeds all other
relevant legal and telephony regulations, Indudlng but not limited to, a free route of entry, audited
random selection, maximum call vaumes, options to ~hang up" and ~ be d\arged, and a proven
element of skill in garnes.

As outlinedpreviously,Play"TVCanadaare unableto makespedfic changesrequestedto the show
that would in themselves,renderthe show illegal. However,Play"TVare proposingwide reaching
changesto the way gamesare lX'esentedand explainedto viewers,so as to only havegamesthat
are patentlydear, fair and transparent,whilst still keepingthe reasonablelevel of skill required.
PlayTV CanadaprovidesGlobalwith diverseprogramming,for an audienceso far reasonably
estimatedat 15,000,000viewers,with over 3k viewersalreadyhavingcomelive to air, and dose to
$100,000paid out to viewersin prize money.
PlayTV would further seekto work in conjunctionwith The CBSCto producespeafic written guidance
and minimumstandardsrequiredfor live interactiveTV shows,so that these shows,enjoyedby a
wide numberof viewerscan remainon air, and be cooductedin fair and open manner.Thesenew
processeswill requirethe supportof Canadiantelephoneproviders,and could indude, but not be
limited to the permanentdisplayon screenof entries receivedin the prior 3 or 5 minutes,so as to
allow viewersthe chanceto makea further Informeddedslon on entry, either paid or free, or Indeed
not at all, and to requireall gamestypes to be jX"eapprovedby either the broadcasteror regulator.
In dosing, PlayTV sincerelyregretsany offencecausedto the viewing public, and hopesthat the
CBSCrecognisesthe wide range of both existingand new protectionsto viewerslaid out in this
document,that when taken as a whole, demonstratethe show exceedsthe letter and intent of dause
5 of the CABcode,and that the CBSCis mindedto allow an show,alreadyenjoyedby the
overwhelmingmajority of its viewersto date, to remainon air.

